
Mégane Coupé Concept 
Renault has chosen the Geneva Motor Show to take the wraps off its Mégane Coupé 
Concept show car which foreshadows a compact production coupe to be released at a later 
date.  
>> Pictures, videos, design sketches, find out more about Mégane Coupé Concept 
  

 

Mégane Coupé Concept at the Geneva Motorshow 

 
 
More videos about the Geneva Motorshow 

Distinctive looks that exude personality and dynamism 

Mégane Coupé Concept provides a foretaste of the forthcoming Mégane Coupe.   

Of a total length of 4.51 metres, Mégane Coupé Concept features a modern, dynamic silhouette 

with taut lines that seem to suggest perpetual movement, while its alert, expressive front-end looks 

point at once to a truly dynamic personality. 

The boot, which pulls open and then lifts to minimize vertical travel, echoes the kinematics of the 

doors which are divided into two sections. The panelled door itself is topped by a separate glazed 

area and, as they open, the two parts deploy gracefully and elegantly in an independent

movement redolent of dragonfly wings. 
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The cabin: a compelling extension of the exterior's dynamic 
voluptuousness 

The interior is redolent of the world of contemporary furniture. The independent, asymmetric front 

seats, which rise up from the sills, seem to float in midair.Meanwhile, the interior's contrasting

colour-scheme underpins the dynamic exterior thanks to the blend of fire red lacquer (dashboard, 

upper part of the centre console, front seatbacks, etc.) and softer black leather or nubuck for the 

door panels, seat cushions and centre console). 

Mégane Coupé Concept is locked and unlocked using a Samsung F700 mobile phone which 

serves as a hands-free card and connects to the centre console.   

  

A show car dedicated to passion and driving pleasure 

Mégane Coupé Concept is powered by a 200hp (147kW) 2.0 Turbo petrol engine which delivers 

torque of 280Nm at 2,600rpm and peak power of 200hp at 5,800rpm to ensure punch and

flexibility at all engine speeds for everyday motoring pleasure. Mated to a manual six-speed 

gearbox, the 2-litre turbocharged unit drives Mégane Coupé Concept from a standstill to 100kph in 

just 7.2 seconds, yet it returns economical fuel consumption of just 6.5 litres/100km (154g of

CO2/km). 

Mégane Coupé Concept is a compact, stylish, dynamic coupe which delivers undeniable 

driving pleasure, while its sporty calling is also expressed by its modern, elegant cabin.  

This show car, which builds on the trend established by Laguna Coupé Concept, sees 

Renault take its will to dial genuine passion into its cars yet another step forward.  

Back to the Renault range 
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